NDS global announces PADS4 Workspace Solution distribution through Signaux
NDS (Net Display Systems B.V.) today announced the launch of PADS4 Workspace Management a
one unified solution to manage every aspect of your work environment requirements. As part of the
PADS4 Platform, that is recognized as the market leader in the Digital Signage, a Flexible, Cost Efficient
and Integrated experience is guaranteed Today NDS signed up a new partnership agreement with
SIGNAUX, a leading technology firm based out of Dubai, as a Distributor for the GCC market.
“The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are evident, and will be for some time. Health and safety are
more than ever hot topics.” says Bjørn Pieper, Chief Commercial Officer at NDS Global. “More people
than ever started working from home, and it looks like this development is here to stay. Even when
people are finally allowed to work from the office again, that routine and environment will change”. With
PADS4, you move away from separate applications and complex solutions to manage your workspace.
Our software offers a real-time platform that excels in data- and situation-driven communication.
Many people are working from home, and the traditional offices are evolving. According to a survey
carried out by Gartner, a leading research and advisory company, 47% of the respondents plan to allow
employees to work remotely full time, whereas 43% would grant flex days. These numbers show that
an office needs to offer more than just a workplace. It has to take the needs of users into account, and
provide a comfortable and productive environment. “This is where the PADS4 and SIGNAUX
partnership will add value. says Tanmay Athalye, General Manager at SIGNAUX. “PADS4 workspace
management solution will not only help facility managers in promoting health and comfort at work, they
improve the quality of facility services, optimize the use of available space, reduce energy and water
consumption, create an activity-based workplace, and much more.”
.
About NDS Global: With over 25+ years of experience the Dutch company NDS has evolved from one
of the pioneers in digital signage software into a global player of data-driven solutions with brand
presence in 75+ countries. PADS4 (www.pads4.com) is known as a worldwide leading software offering
a global response to dynamic display communication challenges, external or internal communication
and data connectivity for signage..
About Signaux: SIGNAUX (www.signaux.ae) is a leading technology ProAV technology firm that
focuses on value added distribution and providing turnkey system integration solutions in the Audio
Visual Industry. Based in Dubai, they are pioneers and leaders in transforming key landmarks and
destinations across UAE, digitally using the latest technologies. The Group has 16+ years in the Digital
Transformation industry

